CONTROL SYSTEMS
FOR EXTRACTOR / EXHAUST
INSTALLATIONS
FOR LARGE KITCHENS
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ENERGY SAVING SYSTEM
Is a system which permits automatic and specific control of air extraction installations, comprising hoods, for
large kitchens.
The various phases of work in kitchens, from preparing
dishes to the most intensive cooking, obviously require adequate performance from the exhaust installation

which is often, on the contrary, designed with single or
two speed operation.
A microprocessor analises the quantity of heat and fumes
produced by cooking, sending to the VFD a signal to regulate the air, such that the fumes and the heat produced
by the cooking of food are in fact removed.
The thermal ventilation and the intake fans dedicated to
the make-up of the air extracted from the kitchen vary
their flowrates in proportion to the quantity of air extracted.
From this is derived an important energy saving, both
terms of electrical consumption and in terms of lesser
thermal energy for the heating of the intake air. When
correctly sized, eSS can provide an energy saving of up
to 30% and contribute to the classification of the installation for room energy certification purposes.

Compensated extract
installation with VFD
2-speed compensated
extract installations
Single speed
compensated extract
installations
Traditional installations
single-speed with VFD
Traditional installations
with 2-speed
Traditional installations
with single-speed
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Frost protection thermostat
Differential pressure switch
2 expansions for additional differential pressure switches
GAS ASP interceptor control
Damper motor-actuator
Room air temperature
Supply air temperature

3 zone air conditioned kitchen

2 zone variable airflow, air conditioned kitchen
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SERIES PROFESSIONAL
D.O.L. MOTORS - VFD MOTOR CONTROL
Variable airflow kitchen with remote web interface
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Criotherm is constantly working on the continual perfection of all her products: the technical and dimensional characteristics, the technical data, the equipment items and the accessories can therefore be subject to change.

CRIOTHERM ZETA PLUS S.r.l.
Vicolo Boccacavalla, 16 - 31044 Montebelluna (TV) - T. +39 0423 603451 - F. +39 0423 603465
info@criotherm.com - www.criotherm.com
Analysis and drafting of the
specifications, system and
electrical design, development of the software.

Design

Electrical control panels, field
equipment, humidifiers, electronics and
software which can be personalised
based upon the true requirements,
wiring performed aboard the appliance.

Supply

Autonomous commissioning
or customer-support commissioning and subsequent
training of the personnel
responsible for the plant.

Start-up

After-sales service over
the telephone and directly
through service centres
present right across the
country in Italy.

Support

